Abstract-Multimedia security can be foiled thanks to Slepian's permutation modulation. Originally proposed in 1965 for standard problems of channel and source coding in communications, permutation codes can also provide optimum solutions in two relevant fields: steganography (foiling hidden information detection tests) and counterforensics (foiling forensic detection tests). In the first scenario, permutation codes have been shown to implement optimum perfect universal steganography (that is to say, steganography with maximum information embedding rate, undetectable and only relying on the empirical distribution of the host) for histogram-based hidden information detectors. In the second scenario, permutation codes have been shown to implement minimum-distortion perfect counterforensics (that is to say, forgeries which are undetectable and as close as possible to a target forgery) for histogram-based forensic detectors. Interestingly, both of these developments have revealed connections with compression through theoretical bounds from the mathematical theory of information. In steganography, the long-acknowledged duality between perfect steganography and lossless compression has been made explicit by permutation coding. On the other hand, a connection between counterforensics, lossy compression and histogram specification is also shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia security is a field that concerns different security aspects of digital multimedia signals, such as for instance digital images. In this tutorial paper we will review recent findings which show how to obtain optimum solutions to two apparently separate multimedia security questions: 1) how to modify a host signal to conceal information within it in a way that will be completely undetectable by a third party?; and 2) how to create a forged version of an original signal which can be passed as authentic with absolute certainty?
The first question led to the birth (or rather, rebirth) of the field of steganography back in the 1990s. The second question has become the subject of intense activity halfway through the last decade with the advent of the field of digital forensics, and it has been labeled counterforensics. Only recently [1] , [2] , [3] it has been realized that the very same codes which were originally proposed by Slepian in 1965 for the scenario of communication through a noisy channel, are in fact the theoretical and practical optimum solution to canonical problems both in steganography and counterforensics.
II. FOUNDATIONS OF INFORMATION SECURITY
In this section we will discuss the general reasons why permutation coding is a fundamental tool in information security.
A. Optimum Hypothesis Testing
Optimum hypothesis testing plays a fundamental role both in steganography and in forensics. This is because in both fields an adversary exists who can perform a binary hypothesis test in order to detect some property of a signal:
• In digital steganography the adversary is a warden who intercepts a signal sent between two communicating parties and tries to ascertain whether it carries hidden information or not 1 . This operation is usually called steganalysis.
• In digital forensics the adversary is a forensic examiner who tries to determine whether a given signal has been tampered with or not, that is to say, he tries to determine its authenticity.
The best detection tool available to the warden and to the forensic examiner is optimum binary hypothesis testing, which is implementable through Neyman-Pearson's lemma [4] . This lemma proves the uniformly most powerful hypothesis test, which is a likelihood ratio relying on probability distributions that model the two hypotheses (null hypothesis, indicating a negative result of the test, versus alternative hypothesis).
B. First-Order Detection Avoidance
Both the steganographer (person who hides information in a host signal) and the forger (person who creates a forgery) wish to evade a detection test. If they are able to evade the aforementioned optimum binary hypothesis test then they will be able to evade any test. Consequently it is best to assume that the warden or forensic detector perform optimum detection, which maximizes security from their viewpoint.
Let us next denote by
t ∈ Z n either the host signal available to the steganographer or the original signal available to the forger, and by y ∈ Z n an informationcarrying signal produced by the steganographer or a forgery produced by the forger, respectively. If one assumes initially that the optimum detection test only uses first-order statistics, then one can see that the null hypothesis is completely characterized by a probability distribution p X (x) which models any sample in vector x. If this distribution is known, then the steganographer and the forger can always foil optimum detection provided that they only produce signals y whose samples are outcomes of p X (x), because these signals will always be classed under the null hypothesis.
But what should they do when p X (x) is not known? This situation is common: consider, for instance, the case in which vector x represents a natural image in the spatial domain. In this situation the steganographer and forger may resort to Occam's razor, in the form of the so-called universal approach to statistical modeling: the use of empirical distributions as proxies of theoretical distributions. If we only consider first-order statistics, empirical distributions are essentially histograms, which are defined as follows: if vector v ∈ Z q contains the q ≤ n unique values in x, then the histogram of x with support in v is just a vector
t is the empirical probability distribution obtained by normalising the histogram, that is, the empirical estimate of p isp (1/n)h x .
Last but not least, note that first-order statistics can only completely characterize signals whose samples are mutually independent. This condition does not include many signals of interest, such as multimedia signals. However, it can always be approximated by means of decorrelation techniques.
C. The Fundamental Role of Permutation Codes
We thus arrive at a juncture in which it is clear that both the steganographer and the forger wish to produce signals y with the same empirical first-order statistics as x, i.e., the same histogram, since doing so will foil optimum detection tests with complete certainty, importantly, even if the distribution p X (x) is unknown. It is now that we can see why permutation codes are fundamental in information security: the only vectors y ∈ Z n for which h y = h x (for the same support v) must be permutations of x, that is to say, y = Πx for some n × n permutation matrix Π. Therefore, the fundamental codes both in steganography and counterforensics are the Variant I permutation codes originally proposed by Slepian [5] for communication through a noisy channel. In this scenario the encoder sends y = Πx, and the decoder determines the most likely sent signal from z = y + n, where n is channel noise.
The choice of x in information security scenarios bears important differences with respect to its choice in communications. In the latter scenario the encoder has complete freedom to choose x, typically in order to minimize the probability of decoding error; the base vector x has to be transmitted thereafter to the decoder, prior to the start of communications. However, in steganography the steganographer has no freedom to choose x, since this signal is a given host within which he wishes to hide information, and moreover x cannot be communicated to the decoder (blind data hiding). On the other hand, in counterforensics the forger can only choose x from among the class of authentic (natural) signals.
III. FUNDAMENTALS OF PERMUTATION CODING IN STEGANOGRAPHY AND COUNTERFORENSICS
In this section we will sketch the main practical issues and connections found in the application of permutation coding to steganography and counterforensics. We will also see that the so-called rearrangement inequalities [6] play a role in each of these two fields. These inequalities apply to the inner product of any two real vectors u and v, and they can be written as
where − → · indicates sorting in nondecreasing order and ← − · indicates sorting in nonincreasing order.
A. Steganography
In the steganography problem the steganographer embeds messages in a host x by producing signals y with the same empirical distribution as x. The warden will be unable to determine that this signal carries information just by observing its histogram, as we discussed in Section II. The steganographer can only produce r =
If he wishes to send message m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , r −1} he must find a permutation matrix Π m associated to this message, and then produce y = Π m x. The decoder receives y, and must retrieve m without access to x. The main difficulty found is that r is generally an exceedingly large number. For example, in the conservative case in which x contains n = 100 different values r is of the order of 10 360 . Therefore, encoding or decoding by means of a lookup table in which messages index rearrangements of x is virtually impossible, due to the exponentially growing requirements.
The key to overcoming this complexity issue lies in a closer look at the embedding rate, which measures how many bits of information per signal sample can be encoded. This rate is simply ρ = (1/n) log 2 r bits/host element. Now, assuming that all factorials in this expression are large, we may apply Stirling's approximation log x! ≈ x log x − x to see that ρ ≈ H(X), where X is a random variable with distributionp (type of x) and H(·) is the entropy of X, i.e. ρ ≈ − q k=1p k log 2pk . Therefore, the entropy of the host is approximately the maximum embedding rate if one wishes to implement perfect (undetectable) steganography.
It should be now recalled that H(X) is also the optimum lossless compression rate of a signal with distributionp, which means that all possible n-vectors having this empirical entropy can be represented using nH(X) bits. The way to do so in practice is through arithmetic coding (entropy coding) [7] . This implies that arithmetic coding can also be used to implement permutation coding, thus crucially circumventing the aforementioned complexity issue: any possible message m can be specified with log 2 r ≈ nH(X) bits; decompressing this bitstream using arithmetic decoding and the statistics of the host will yield a vector y with the desired empirical distributionp, that is to say, a permutation of the host 2 . Retrieving the message m at the decoder just requires compressing y using arithmetic coding. This connection between permutation coding and arithmetic coding embodies the duality between steganography and lossless compression that was postulated from the start of the field in the 1990s.
To conclude this section, we should briefly mention that, like in other data hiding problems, an imperceptibility constraint must be typically imposed in steganography. Equivalently, the so-called embedding distortion must be bounded in expectation or deterministically, i.e. y − x be easily achieved by partitioning x into subvectors containing values within close vicinity of each other, as described in [1] ; partitioning will decrease the embedding distortion but also the embedding rate. However, the rate-distortion tradeoff achieved through partitioning is near optimal [2] . In any case, from the lower bound in (1) the embedding distortion is always upper bounded as
B. Counterforensics
In the counterforensics problem the forger possesses an imperfect forgery z (imperfect because he does not know whether it is detectable or not) and an authentic signal x. His task is finding a signal y = Πx that minimizes z−y 2 2 , since this will render a signal as similar as possible to the imperfect forgery z but which will always be classed as authentic by a first-order forensic detector, because it has the histogram of an authentic signal, as we discussed in Section II.
Finding this minimum might seem very difficult, since we have seen that the number r of different permutations grows exponentially on n. Nevertheless we will see next that, like in the steganographic problem, the solution is computationally feasible. Minimizing z − Πx 2 2 on Π is equivalent to maximising the bilinear form z t Πx on Π. We know from the upper bound in (1) that
and − → x = Π x x, an optimum permutation matrix is Π t z Π x . In practice the forger simply has to sort z and x, which is a low complexity operation, and then obtain y by replacing the largest element of z by the largest of x, the second largest element of z by the second largest of x, and so on.
It is worth noting that the optimum minimum-distortion solution that we have given above has been independently discovered and rediscovered through the years by researchers in various fields following different approaches. This is because optimum counterforensics is formally identical to -at leasttwo seemingly unrelated fields:
• Lossy source coding using permutation codes [8] :
the first step to encode z using a permutation code with base codeword x requires quantizing it to the closest codeword, which is essentially what we have done above. The optimum procedure above was already found by Slepian using mathematical induction (see [5] ).
• Exact histogram specification [9] : what we have actually done above is finding the closest version of z with exactly the same histogram as x. Many works in this field have arrived at the same solution as we have through different rationales, but, to the best of our knowledge, without proving its optimality in the Euclidean distance sense.
IV. GEOMETRIC VIEW OF INFORMATION SECURITY
The properties of permutation codes also allow a geometric interpretation of steganography and counterforensics. Clearly, all permutation codewords lie in a plane with equation
Furthermore any p-norm is preserved for all permutation codewords, that is to say, y p = x p . In particular, the 2-norm implies that all permutations lie on a sphere of radius x 2 . These basic facts are depicted in Figure 1 . Apart [3, 7, 3] t and thus r = 3. In steganography x is the host, and only three different messages can be sent. In counterforensics x is an authentic signal and the permutation closest to the imperfect forgery z must be found.
from the intuitive insights that can be gathered from this interpretation, its main practical consequence is the establishment of bounds on the maximum distortion in steganography and on the minimum distortion in counterforensics. Although we have already seen that the tightest distortion bounds are given by the rearrangement inequalities (1), geometric distortion bounds are much more easily amenable to analysis, since they do not involve sorting operations. Further information about these can be found in [2] and [3] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
This tutorial has reviewed the central role played in multimedia security by permutation coding, as the optimum universal approach to foiling first-order statistics detection.
